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NAME
mkdinner — a collection of recipes
SYNOPSIS
A recipe book.
DESCRIPTION
Welcome to Thanksgiving dinner!
Please find the recipes from dinner on the rest of these pages. They’re taken and tweaked from
a number of places. See the HISTORY sections on each page for more information on original
sources.
This Thanksgiving dinner is the third in a series. Third time’s the charm! The charm could be a
new car and a yacht - but chances are it’s this dinner. Still, keep an eye out the window and call
out if you see a boat going by...
Thanksgiving has a long and storied history. It commemorates the English coming over to the
colonies and getting fed by the natives before they killed them. This is obviously the perfect
holiday to import from America to Ireland.
If you’d like to read more about the history of Thanksgiving, the wifi network is silflayroo or
silflay and the password for either is 315sunset - please don’t torrent.
And for those drinking wine remember the wise words of Dorothy Parker:
A hangover is the wrath of grapes.
Dorothy Parker
Please enjoy - and experiment with - the enclosed recipes for you and yours.
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NAME
beef-lasagna — beef lasagna
SYNOPSIS
A lazy beef lasagna.
DESCRIPTION
Cheesy, beefy, tomatoey, layered goodness. This is different than the lasagna usually found in
Ireland in that it uses cottage cheese and ricotta cheese instead of béchamel sauce (or as I like
to call it, blechamel sauce).
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
You’ll need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

onion
beef mince
pasta sauce
tomato paste
beef bouillon cubes
lasagna noodles
ricotta
cottage cheese
mozzarella

Dice the onion and sautee it in a saucepan. Brown the mince on top of the onions.
Add the pasta sauce, tomato paste and beef bouillon cubes and warm to a simmer. Leave that
going for half an hour or so.
Slice up the mozzarella into thickish strips.
There is no need to boil the noodles first, they’ll cook just fine in the sauce.
Get a large square pan and set up the ingredients nearby.
Starting with a thin layer of the sauce mixture on the bottom add the ingredients in layers like
so: noodles, sauce, ricotta, mozzarella. Should manage three layers.
ENVIRONMENT
Cover the pan with tinfoil (keeping it away from the cheese) and bake at 160C for an hour.
Remove from the oven.
When ready to serve place back in the oven without the tinfoil for about 10 minutes or until the
cheese begins to brown.
FILES
Cut into squares and then serve.
COMPATIBILITY
Your belly.
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HISTORY
There’s a more complex version of this with crushed tomatoes and you boil the sauce for a lot
longer, but who has time for that?
AUTHORS
Bernadette Lyda <ber@ie.suberic.net>
Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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NAME
hand-raised-turkey-and-bacon-pie — hand-raised-turkey-and-bacon-pie
SYNOPSIS
It’s a pie with meat!
DESCRIPTION
Flaky pastry containing a traditional Thanksgiving dinner within. A variation on a Great British
Bake-Off recipe by Paul Hollywood.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
For the pastry:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

200g plain flour
40g strong flour
50g butter
130 ml boiling water
60g lard
1 tsp salt
1 egg beaten with a little water for the wash

For the filling:
•
•
•
•
•

300g turkey chopped into chunks
300g smoked rashers
thyme, salt and pepper
180g sweet potato
60g dried cranberries

For the post-bake filling (start to make about 5 minutes before pies are done):
•
•
•

2 leaves gelatine
280ml hot water
1 chicken bouillon cube

ENVIRONMENT
Preheat the oven to 200C
In a large mixing bowl, combine the flours then rub the butter in with your fingertips.
Mix together the boiling water, salt and lard in a small saucepan. Heat and stir together until
the lard melts.
Pour the lard and water mixture on top of the flour mixture, stirring with a spoon until everything comes together.
Tip the dough onto a floured surface and bring together into a ball.
Wrap a piece of clingfilm around two clean, empty, straight-sided jam jars (approximately
340g size). Divide the pastry in two, then remove a quarter from each half for the lids of the
pies.
With the remaining three-quarters of the pastry, place on a flat surface and place a jam jar on
top of the pastry in the middle. Sculpt the still warm pastry around the dolly, try and make sure
the pastry is an even thickness. Make sure the bottom is not too thick and that there are no
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holes in the pastry.
Chill the pie bases in the fridge for about 20 minutes.
Roll out the reserved quarter of pastry into a circle to match the size of the pie top. Make a hole
in the centre of each one and chill in the fridge.
Take the pastry cases out of the fridge and carefully pour boiling water from a kettle into each
jam jar to soften the pastry and release it from the mould. If it softens too much and begins to
sag you may need to chill again for 10 minutes or so. Trim the top of the pie shells to make
sure they are even.
Keeping them separate, season the turkey and bacon well with salt, pepper and thyme.
Now pack the filling into the pie, start with bacon, then turkey, then a layer of diced sweet
potato and cranberries. Repeat until the filling is all used up.
Place on the lid and crimp around the sides, sealing thoroughly.
Brush the lids of the pies with egg wash. Place on a baking tray and cook for 50-60 minutes, or
until the pastry is nice and crisp all the way around.
While the pies are baking, dissolve a chicken stock cube in 150ml/5fl oz of hot water.
Soak two leaves of gelatine in cold water for five minutes. When soft, squeeze out the excess
water and whisk into the warm stock.
When the pies are cooked, place them on a cooling rack and allow to cool for 10 minutes.
Carefully pour the stock into the slit on the pie lid, to fill in any spaces inside the pie with
(what will be) chicken stock jelly. This must be done when the pie is hot, if done when cold
the jelly will just sit on the top and not soak into every nook and cranny.
Leave to set overnight before eating.
FILES
Serve with mashed potatoes.
COMPATIBILITY
Not vegetarian, not gluten-free, has spices.
SEE ALSO
See the original recipe here: https://www.bbc.com/food/recipes/handraised_chicken_and_12433
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NAME
turkey-burritos — turkey burrito
SYNOPSIS
Turkey, cheese, rice and bean wrapped up in gooey goodness.
DESCRIPTION
A variation of a TexMex favourite. Normally served more portably, this version needs a knife
and fork.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
First you’ll need flour tortilla wraps. Then you’ll need a filling and a topping.
For the filling:
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 onion, chopped
chopped turkey breast
spicy tomato and pepper soup
shredded mozzarella cheese
rice
1 can refried beans

For the topping:
•
•

1 jar salsa
shredded mozzarella cheese

ENVIRONMENT
In a large pot or wok, fry the onion. Then add and brown the turkey. Add the soup to cover.
Let that reduce a bit on a low heat. Stir in the refried beans and mix well.
Cook the rice separately.
Spoon onto wraps, add cheese and roll up. Tightly pack them in a single layer on a tray. At this
point they can be set aside and put in a fridge.
About an hour before serving bake for 5 minutes at 180C (15 minutes from the fridge). Take
out, spoon salsa over each burrito, sprinkle with cheese and then add back to the oven for 10
minutes.
FILES
Serve with tortilla chips.
COMPATIBILITY
Not vegetarian, not gluten-free, has spices.
SEE ALSO
Liberal immigration policies create happy tummies.
HISTORY
Frozen burritos were a late night hacking staple when I lived in the States.
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NAME
biscuits — biscuits (the american kind)
SYNOPSIS
A savoury, cheesy biscuit.
DESCRIPTION
Useful for sopping up gravy and juices, these savoury biscuits are also good warm and buttered
on their own.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup flour (180g)
1 tsp baking powder
½ tsp salt
¼ tsp baking soda
3 tbsp butter (42g)
¼ cup cheese (45g)
½ cup milk

ENVIRONMENT
Mix flour, baking powder, salt, and baking soda into a large bowl. Cut in butter and cheese
until it is the ’consistency of coarse cornmeal’. Add milk and mix so that all the flour etc. is
moistened.
Pour dough onto a well-floured cutting board. Pat out and fold the dough a few times--I usually
do six to eight folds, but it depends on the consistency of the dough.
Finally, pat the dough out to around biscuit thickness (about one inch) and then chop them into
rough shapes with a knife and place them on a cookie sheet. Cook for 10-12 minutes at 230C
or until brown on top.
FILES
Great with a roast beef.
COMPATIBILITY
Vegetarian.
SEE ALSO
http://www.suberic.net/˜allen/biscuits/recipe.html
HISTORY
I first made biscuits like this in a Home Ec class in high school. Then I had them fairly often at
the Freak House in Boston.
AUTHORS
Allen Peterson <allen@suberic.net>
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NAME
mashed-potatoes — mashed-potatoes
SYNOPSIS
Fluffy potato numminess.
DESCRIPTION
Impromptu bowls for gravy or butter - a container often eaten before the contents.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
• Potatoes
• butter
• milk
ENVIRONMENT
Boil the peeled potatoes. Drain and add butter and milk. Hit them with the mixer and then
serve.
FILES
Serve with a main dish.
COMPATIBILITY
Vegetarian assuming you’re cool with butter.
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NAME
mashed-sweet-potatoes — mashed-sweet-potatoes
SYNOPSIS
Sweet pototoes that you can use to build little buildings on your plate.
DESCRIPTION
The sweet potato version of the potato favourite.
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
• Sweet potatoes
• butter
• maple syrup
ENVIRONMENT
Roast the peeled and chunkily chopped sweet potatoes at 180C for two hours - watching that
they don’t become too brown. When you’ve removed them from the oven, brown some butter
in a sauce pan. To brown the butter, melt it in the pan at a medium heat and keep stirring til it
starts to turn brown - about five minutes.
Put the sweet potatoes, butter and a little maple syrup into a mixing bowl and hit it with a
mixer.
Put it into a serving bowl and, well, serve.
FILES
Serve with a main dish.
COMPATIBILITY
Vegetarian assuming you’re cool with butter.
SEE ALSO
Mashed potatoes
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NAME
steamed-veggies — a selection of steamed vegetables
SYNOPSIS
Still crunchy steamed vegetables with pepper.
DESCRIPTION
Broccoli, green beans, peas and other vegetables steamed with a bit of pepper added. In general
these are steamed from frozen. Apparently frozen vegetables are often more fresh than fresh
ones as they’re frozen quickly after harvest. No idea if it’s true - but I do know they involve
way less chopping!
IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
Open the bag. See - way less chopping.
ENVIRONMENT
Put an inch or two of water in the base of a small pan. Put the steamer on top and add the vegetables. Grind a bit of pepper over them. Bacon bits can also be nice over green beans. Cook
on a high for about 10 minutes and then keep an eye on them to see when they’re a bright
green. Might want to stir them about, but not too much as opening the lid lets out the steamy
magic.
FILES
Pop into a warm serving bowl and get it to the table right away.
COMPATIBILITY
Oddly bacon bits are often vegetarian, so even with them this dish works for vegetarians.
SEE ALSO
Goes well with meat. Obviously if you’re a vegetarian, some sort of a protein would be good.
Might I suggest lasagne(6) ?
AUTHORS
Kevin Lyda <kevin@phrye.com>
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